THE INTERNATIONAL Space Station (ISS) is scheduled for completion by 2011, bringing to reality an amazing and unparalleled capability for the unique science and technology development that can be accomplished only in space. The International Partners have contributed heavily to the construction and eventual research utilization of the ISS. The ISS concept was developed to become a laboratory for scientific research, especially life science research focused on the physiological effects of long-duration spaceflight. The ISS therefore supports the U.S. national goal to accomplish the “Vision for Space Exploration,” including a lunar base and a human expedition to Mars. The ISS legacy is ultimately to enable human exploration of other planets.

The early years of space exploration gave us confidence that men and women could live in space, and the hope that they could someday bridge the gulf between Earth and other planets. Those achievements and the steady progress of work on Skylab, Shuttle, and Mir have revealed how the risks of the space environment (radiation, cold, isolation, and distance) and the weakening effects of gravity’s absence (loss of blood and muscle strength, weakening of the heart, and bone loss) might be overcome. But a full understanding of the mechanisms and the mitigation of those risks has yet to be completely developed.

Several panels of outside investigators and experts, including the Institute of Medicine, have analyzed the mission-threatening risks to humans on exploration missions. Their analysis has revealed four critical areas in which life science research is needed to enable future long-duration spaceflights to be successful:

1. Protection from and treatment for the effects of extremely high levels of radiation that are encountered outside of low Earth orbit.
2. Countermeasures to prevent the deconditioning of bone, muscle, and cardiac function.
3. A complete understanding of the psychological issues associated with long-term isolation that would be experienced by a crew in a small spacecraft on an 18-mo mission to Mars.
4. Development of greater capability for medical and surgical care onboard the spacecraft as the remoteness of long-duration missions will require more independent function with no ability to perform a medical evacuation.

Our understanding of these areas is still incomplete, and the only platform where the effects can be studied in long-term weightlessness is on board the ISS. Much of this research may have application on Earth as well, such as in the treatment of osteoporosis and in providing medical care to remote rural areas.

Understanding the human response to spaceflight requires two things. The first is long-duration spaceflight, as we need months of exposure to the weightlessness in space to observe and to understand how to neutralize the physiological effects of spaceflight. The second critical element is a laboratory with room for a number of human investigators who will use dedicated equipment to perform life science experiments. ISS can provide both if the funding for science and technology is also provided.

It is critically important that this research be funded and performed at this time, as the ISS will be complete in 2011 and after several years may no longer be available, due to its limited design lifetime. NASA’s Constellation Program is planning longer-duration and more remote spaceflight missions beginning as early as 2018. These missions will entail long stays on the lunar surface (lunar base) and eventually future exploration missions (Mars expedition). Therefore, a time window exists to perform meaningful life science research on board the ISS, but this window may start to close in 10 yr.

NASA’s recent decision to cut funding to most of the research that had been planned for the U.S. portion of the ISS may lead to a “shortfall in station utilization” that will leave 50% of the U.S. part of the ISS laboratory empty. The U.S. Congress has designated the American segment of the ISS a National Laboratory, which will allow its use for commercial and academic research without any access fees. The hope is that the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Defense, or private institutions will support the research.
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research entities (commercial or academic) will fund the hardware, launch costs, and on-going operation of research projects that will utilize the ISS. This approach will not insure the attention to specific areas of concern for humans in space that can be answered only with the reinstatement of funding. The first priority of the space-flight mission of the nation and NASA should be to support the life science research that will enable exploration missions, and commercial research should be a secondary objective. If these entities do not utilize the ISS, then it could spend much of its operational life empty and not being used to support the science that it was designed to support. We also strongly support similar or tandem action by the other International Partners to maximize life science research funding on board the ISS during this critical time period.

The Aerospace Medical Association strongly recommends that adequate funds for life sciences research planned for the International Space Station be fully restored as rapidly as possible and ensured by all of the participating International Partners. The Vision for Space Exploration requires that we protect the valuable national assets that will be invested in the journey to other planets: our astronauts. We believe that only a narrow window is available to perform this research before access to the ISS is lost, and this time deadline elevates this issue to a crisis situation.

The protection of astronaut health through applied research in space medicine will be the critical key to success of the Vision for Space Exploration and this research requires resources and capabilities that only the ISS provides.